
TechSol
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“We want to accompany you in the process 
of creating your exclusive spaces”

By Great Solutions

“Elegance and innovation at your service”



MICROCEMENTO

MICROCEMENTOMICROCEMENT
The naturalness of cement

Discover a world of possibilities
with cement décor.

Tradition and innovation are fused
to obtain unique cladding.

INDOOR

CONTINUOUS PAVEMENTS
WALLS

FURNITURE
LOW THICKNESS

SUSTAINABLE

OUTDOOR

DECORBEAUTY
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MICROXMICROX
The evolution of Microcement

The MICROX family refers to evolution. The highest tech-
nical performances in the cement decor cladding.

TechSol has succeeded in uniting the most 
extreme properties of industrial finish to the 
naturalness and elegance of decorative clad-
ding.



MICROX

Microx MD
Decorative continuous flooring with mineral finish.

Microx Metal
Decorative continuous flooring with metallic finish.

Microx WR
High decoration in wet areas (Jacuzzis, spas, ...).

Microx 3C
Decorative continuous flooring with extreme hardness.

Microx Pro
Continuous flooring of maximum hardness for areas with 
high industrial traffic.
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METALLICSMETALLICS

The beauty of metal adapted to you.

An endless amount of possibilities to create your own 
spaces with the purest metallic finishes.

Elegance

Continuity

Cosmopolitan

Durability

Exclusivity

Versatility



Color chart

METALLICS

Bronze Copper Gold Silver Steel



METALLICS





OXIDESOXIDES
Oxidize your senses

Our team in TechSol has succeeded in adapting an ac-
curate system of oxidation of metals, which allows to 
obtain finishes with the preferred age. 

Industrial soul
Adaptable to varied surfaces
Combinable with other materials

Vivid applications
Infinite finishes
Unique textures
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LIME-BASEDLIME-BASED

Back to the traditional

Time goes by and the traditional remains. We must take 
care of it and honour it.

It has always been our aim to innovate and improve the tra-
ditional, by creating a family of products made from 
first-quality lime.

Hygiene

Durable

Bioconstruction Anti-damp
Transpiring Tradition

Natural white

Bactericide

Natural

Disinfectant

Lorem ipsum

LIME-BASED
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LIME-BASED

TechLime Mortar
Natural hydraulic lime 
mortar.

MicroLime MG
Decorative medium-grai-
ned lime micro-mortar.

MicroLime FG
Decorative fine-grained 
lime micro-mortar.

MicroLime Cream
Lime stucco ready to 
use for high decoration.

LimeCoat 
High performance pow-
der lime paint.

LimeCoat RTU
Lime paint ready to use, 
high performance.
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A new concept of cement-based swimming pool.

We have developed a new cement finish system to create
natural spaces delivering elegance, unique style,
and high durability.

Cement-based
Continuous
Wide range of colours

Combinable
Simple 
Calm

MICROPOOLMICROPOOL
Mediterranean soul
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The beach in your garden
Pure nature
Freshness

Landscaping
Calm
Simplicity

SAND POOLS SYSTEMSAND POOLS SYSTEM
Tropical dream

Now you can reach paradise thanks to our innovative 
Sand pools system.
Design your perfect space, a comfortable surface for you
to enjoy wonderful experiences.

SAND POOLS

Color chart



SAND POOLS

Color chart
Cancún Ibiza

Bali Agadir
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